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Abstract
In the 1980s it was discovered that quantitative IgG titers for antibodies directed against the human-obligate DNA viruses were reliably and reproducibly correlated negatively with mood in individuals with major affective disorders. This knowledge was lost to confirmation bias and uncontrolled studies that only looked at Epstein-Barr virus antibodies. The latter led to a long American
fad of misdiagnosing major affective disorders as a “chronic Epstein-Barr virus syndrome.” This
misdiagnosis even became part of the American popular culture during the 1980s. In light of fatal
airline crashes intentionally caused by pilots, the antiviral IgG titers should be revisited as a
means of screening pilots for current dysphoria or mania/hypomania due to major affective disorders.
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1. Introduction
As is well known, there have been several fatal crashes of commercial passenger jets that are known or believed
to have been intentionally caused by a pilot. According to widespread reports in the news media, the most recent
example as of this writing is the fatal crash of Germanwings flight 9525 from Barcelona, Spain to Düsseldorf,
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Germany on March 24, 2015 [1]-[4]. All 150 people on board were killed. Investigators quickly determined that
this crash occurred after the 27-year-old copilot, Andreas Lubitz, locked the captain out of the cockpit and flew
the plane at high speeds into the French alps. At the time Mr. Lubitz was hired, Germanwings, which became a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Lufthansa in 2009, knew that he had a history of major depression with suicidal ideation. This generated much public discussion and debate about how to prevent such disasters.
Understandably, the families of the victims of flight 9525 questioned whether a person with a known history
of major depression and suicidal ideation should be licensed as a commercial airline pilot. The expert opinion,
however, is that such a history should not, in and of itself, disqualify an individual from being a pilot. For one
thing, people can have a major depressive episode that resolves and is not recurring. Likewise, many individuals
with major depression can be successfully treated. Given the high lifetime morbidity risk for major depression [5]
and the current shortage of pilots [6], the banning of individuals based on a mere history of major depression
seems excessive.
Commercial airline pilots are given physical examinations annually or semiannually, depending upon their
age. These examinations do not include psychometric testing or thorough evaluation of a pilot’s mental health
by a psychiatrist. Rudimentary mental health questions are asked by flight surgeons but flight surgeons are
usually not trained in psychiatry. This screening seems inadequate at best. Furthermore, the current practice of
self-reporting has several limitations. Pilots may mask mood disorders and deny diagnoses and treatment recommendations for fear of harming their careers. Worse yet, they may do so precisely because they plan on
committing mass murder and suicide, as was apparently the case with Mr. Lubitz. An obvious answer would be
a blood test that could screen for current dysphoria or mania/hypomania associated with major affective disorders. A blood panel that could accomplish this by the quantitative measurement of certain antiviral IgG titers was
discovered in the 1980s. Unfortunately, this knowledge was lost to confirmation bias and uncontrolled studies
that led to a long American fad of misdiagnosing major affective disorders as a “chronic Epstein-Barr virus syndrome.”

2. A Brief History of the Chronic Epstein-Barr Virus Fad
In the mid-1980s, researchers at the US National Institutes of Health [7], along with others [8] [9], reported
finding elevated IgG titers directed against the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) in the circulating blood of adults with a
widespread, persistent, unexplained illness. This author and colleagues [10] [11], followed by others [12] [13],
replicated these findings but recognized the “persistent unexplained illness” as major affective disorder. Delisi,
et al. at the US National Institute of Mental Health, replicated our findings but recommended that this phenomenon be ignored so as not to “confuse” psychiatrists.
Delisi, et al. had a point. The original research that associated EBV antibodies with a persistent, unexplained
illness had created a fad among America’s primary-care physicians. They began misdiagnosing major affective
disorders as a syndrome associated with chronic Epstein-Barr virus infection. This fad lasted for years and even
made its way into the lexicon of America’s popular culture during the 1980s. Unfortunately, treating the patients
in question for an EBV infection, e.g., by prescribing antiviral drugs such as acyclovir, provided no benefit to
the patients. On the other hand, this author and colleagues had considerable success in treating them with antidepressants [14]. In other words, Delisis, et al. were correct in recommending that the elevated IgG titers directed against EBV not be deemed an etiological factor used to modify the treatment of major affective disorders.
It occurred to this author that there was only one alternative hypothesis: the elevated IgG titers must reflect
dysregulation of humoral immunity in individuals suffering from major affective disorders. Indeed, by looking
at multiple IgG titers in the peripheral blood from a large psychiatric population, I found that IgG titers directed
against many or all of the human-obligate DNA viruses were reproducibly and reliably correlated negatively
with mood. Recall that these viruses include cytomegalovirus, varicella-zoster, and herpes simplex serotypes 1
and 2 along with EBV. By “correlated negatively with mood” I mean that in bipolar patients, the titers were
elevated in depressive phase but attenuated, or even absent, in manic or hypomanic phase. Many of the bipolar
patients we saw in our clinic had become traumatized and confused as a result [15]. Having presented to their
primary-care physician in depressive phase, they were told that they had chronic Epstein-Barr virus syndrome.
During a follow-up visit in hypomanic phase, they were told that the reason they felt so much better is that the
laboratory had made a mistake and they didn’t have chronic Epstein-Barr virus syndrome. When they returned
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again with significant morbidity in depressive phase, they were told that the first time the laboratory had made a
mistake but this time they did have chronic Epstein-Barr virus syndrome. Is it any wonder that these patients had
lost confidence in their primary-care physicians?
These findings were met with great resistance due to multiple examples of confirmation bias. For one thing,
many researchers and clinicians had staked their reputations on the notion of a chronic Epstein-Barr virus syndrome. Moreover, which of us hasn’t been taught that antiviral antibodies occur in response to a viral infection
and then persist afterwards? The finding that IgG antibodies to ubiquitous DNA viruses could come and go with
the mood of the patient was so contrary to acquired medical bias that this finding was ignored despite being reliably reproducible. My only opportunity to report it in the literature was in the context of a study on chronic fatigue syndrome, which gradually replaced the chronic Epstein-Barr virus fad. This study was on adult woman
who had become persistently and severely morbid following immunization against rubella in order to maintain
herd immunity to prevent congenital deafness. As shown in Figure 1, these women had the typical elevation of
IgG titers directed against DNA viruses with the addition of elevated titers to rubella [16].
To summarize these findings, dozens of independent researchers, including those working for the US National
Institutes of Health and Institute of Mental Health, as well as those working for major universities [7]-[16], have
found in numerous studies that IgG antibodies directed against the human-obligate DNA viruses, such as Epstein-Barr virus, are elevated in individuals currently suffering from major depression. What this means pathophysiologically is not understood, although it is clear from clinical practice that treating such patients with antivirals rather than anti-depressants is ineffective [14] [15]. The point here is that when independent reasearchers
conduct the same experiment dozens of times and it always turns out the same way, one should accept those results if he or she is to be considered a scientist. The value of a blood test that screens for major affective disorders is that it could provide an acceptable way of improving the screening of airline pilots. Such screening would
not encourage pilots to mask or deny symptoms, nor would it dissuade pilots from seeking treatment for fear of
harming their careers.

Figure 1. Adapted from [16]. Percentage of patients with elevated IgG titers in a cohort with “chronic fatigue syndrome,”
including adult women who became persistently and severely morbid following immunization with RA-27/3 rubella vaccine.
Legend: EBV = Epstein-Barr virus; CMV = cytomegalovirus; VZ = varicella zoster; RUB = rubella (controls are women
who were immunized without sequelae); HS1 = herpes simplex serotype 1; HS2 = herpes simplex serotype 2.
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3. Conclusion
In light of the need to screen commercial airline pilots for major affective disorders, the use of quantitative IgG
titers directed against the human-obligate DNA viruses should be revisited. Needless to say, this blood panel
should only be used for screening purposes in order to identify current dysphoria or mania/hypomania due to
major affective disorders. A positive outcome would result in a more comprehensive workup of the pilot’s mental health by a qualified mental-health professional before any decisions were made. After all, individuals who
commit suicide due to depression per se kill themselves in order to escape the morbidity of depression. On the
other hand, pilots who commit mass murder while killing themselves are likely to have a concomitant personality disorder. As is well known among psychotherapists, patients with borderline personality disorder sometimes
commit suicide in order to punish someone, such as the therapist, an employer, a parent or a spouse. Likewise,
the post-mortem infamy that attaches to pilots who perpetrate airline disasters may suggest a narcissistic personality disorder.
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